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We're all used to seeing "Log in with Facebook" or "Log in with Google" at sites around the Internet — or less frequently, an offer to log in with Twitter,
LinkedIn or Pinterest. It's a common option at news sites like CNN.com and the UK's Guardian newspaper, music streaming services such as Spotify
and tens of thousands of other online retailers, apps and games.

Logging in with a main account whose credentials you easily remember saves you the trouble of going through yet another laborious account creation
and memorizing dozens of passwords. It allows you to easily post about something you've just read or bought.

But what exactly are you signing up for?

Requesting your data

Logging in to a website using a service such as Facebook or Google allows the website to make a request for data about you. Facebook and LinkedIn
have quite a lot of data available for request: your birthday, friends list, email address, employment, colleges attended, photos and information that your
friends have posted about you (for example, tagged photos). Other services like Twitter don't possess the same level of personal data about its users
and aren't able to turn over as much information.

The exact data that the website is requesting pops up in a window asking for permission. Saying yes to that request adds one more tiny bridge
between the virtual islands of your online self.

This seemingly small agreement can carry larger repercussions. Linking two or more sites allows companies to collect more data, building an
increasingly rounded profile about you. Allowing one account to have access to others means that if the least secure account is hacked, the rest could
also be compromised.

Facebook and Google are by far the two most frequently used services for logging in to other sites. Facebook snared 62% of all social log-ins across
the tens of thousands of sites that support it (as of the end of 2015); Google is used 24% of the time according to Gigya, a customer identity
management company.
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Social networks want to be a trusted source for verifying your identify. In fact, at the Facebook developers conference this year, the company
announced a service called Delegated Account Recovery, which would let you use Facebook to verify your identity if you forget your password on an
app or website. 

Yet social networks don't inherently have value as a trusted source of identity. Privacy is not the main concern of a social network; like any for-profit
company, its focus is on monetizing its product.

We are the product. Take Facebook; according the eMarketer, Facebook is expected to generate $16.33 billion in net digital ad revenue in the U.S.
market this year and Google is expected to generate $5.24 billion in display ads in the U.S.

What happens to your data

The data held by social platforms and service providers like Google covers your habits and preferences. Facebook Like buttons littered throughout the
Internet bounce back data about products or articles you've liked, while the Facebook Open Graph platform for other sites comes with plug-ins that
collect data such as which of your friends already use a particular website or what you do while on the site.

In response to privacy concerns, Facebook does allow you to log in to third-party apps without having to give permission to share personal details like
your name, email, birthday and so forth. Make sure you sever the connection for apps you're not longer using. You can do that by going to Facebook
Settings (click on the down arrow next to the question mark in the upper right) and select Apps. On that page you can click on any app and see the
information the app has access to and can change those access privileges.

Google tracks your online habits through search queries, its Chrome browser and more, building demographic profiles it then sells to companies who
want to buy advertising on Google products, from Gmail sidebar ads to sponsored search results.

The more data ecosystems that are connected, the more a company can know about us and the more we continue be their product, helping to
maximize their profits.

The social log-in is another way of adding data ecosystems to the company's reach. Down the line, it could cue an era of increasingly uncanny ad
targeting, in line with the infamous example of Target analyzing a teenager's purchasing habits to deduce she was pregnant.

As for those Terms of Service agreements that detail what will and won't happen to your personal data: How many privacy changes on Facebook have
you agreed to without understanding what they're changing? The terms of services are changing all the time as Facebook evolves. In addition to
reading the terms of service when they change, make sure you check your privacy settings regularly. Click on the question mark in the 

Security matters

Signing into several sites with the one log-in can leave accounts as vulnerable as the one with the lowest security. So-called daisy-chained accounts
can also make identity theft easier for would-be scammers. 

If a trusted source of your identity is less secure — whether that's Facebook, Google or another account — they risk becoming the weak link in the
chain that gets targeted by attackers.

There's also the possibility that less scrupulous sites may do something else with your data than what you agreed to — for example, selling it to a third
or fourth company that you do not want holding any aspect of your online identity. Before you sign into a site with your existing social account, make
sure your trust the third-party site.

The rules of logging in
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People use Facebook and Google log-in because it's easier than creating a new account. The benefits of sailing smoothly past log-ins and account
registrations often mean we're happy to trade away some data privacy.

Be aware that if you choose to log in with a social account, your data will be shared between the social network and the third-party app. Stay updated
on your social networks' privacy policies, and use the social log-in accordingly at sites you feel comfortable sharing data with.

Don't use your main account to log in to a site whose security you don't trust.

Don't link a social profile to sensitive info like your Social Security number or financial details. In these cases, a separate account and password is
your safest bet.

The most secure use of social log-ins is with closely related sites. For example, Twitter's log-in works well with services it's integrated with its own
ecosystem or where there's a benefit to being able to cross-post — say, between Wordpress and Twitter.  Likewise, Facebook could be used for
services such as Instagram, Facebook Apps or other third-party services that plug in to the Facebook platform.
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Can I login to goggle
FROM DAVÌĎ FROST ON OCTOBER 22, 2016 :: 5:27 PM

Can I login to goggle through Facebook

REPLY

Please open facebook
FROM MALIK BABAR ON DECEMBER 29, 2016 :: 2:46 PM

This is my facebook.my number 6945422337

REPLY

Great eye opener!
FROM ADELA ON FEBRUARY 24, 2017 :: 7:30 PM

Oh my goodness I’ve been doing this but I must now resign myself to taking the time, when in another site, and if interested enough to register and
sign in independently.

And to think that I found this site while looking for someone to tell me why when I used FB to sign in at a different site, suddenly I still had to enter my
password although in the past I never had to.  That’s why I always liked to use FB.  But now I’m shocked at the info in this great article and will keep it
in mind.  Thanks very much to the author!  :o)
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Interesting
FROM KHÜRT WILLIAMS ON MAY 06, 2017 :: 2:17 PM

It’s interesting that Techilicious had a Faceook login button.

REPLY

It's your choice
FROM JOSH KIRSCHNER ON MAY 08, 2017 :: 8:41 AM
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We never said that you shouldn’t use Facebook to sign into sites - it can be a very convenient way to do things - but you should be aware that it
could be used by Facebook for ad targeting (like everything you do on Facebook). For those who feel uncomfortable with that, we offer a simple
comment option on our site that doesn’t require logging in to Facebook.
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is it already too late?
FROM MM ON OCTOBER 01, 2017 :: 7:40 PM

Paranoia or Ostrichia? 
First I find ironic that these comments have the FB sign on option! 
But it’s an interesting article, possibly only stating the obvious though. I was curious about the possible repercussions of using social media
organisations to sign on various sites. It certainly makes life easier as it can be a real pain as highlighted in your article, to sign on again
another site and store another pw.  
It’s also interesting to see how so many people don’t seem to worry about it. Use their own name without a care. Talk about fairly personal
things for all to see. I agree ordinary people probably don’t have need to be so cautious. However once in a while we hear disturbing stories
resulting from such care free attitude. As stated, “it’s our choice” to use social media. And usually there are some privacy options one can
chose from.
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Information about gmail sign in
FROM SAM THOMAS ON MAY 27, 2017 :: 4:09 AM

Most clear and thorough piece I have come across on this topic.I love to understand as a user if I sign up through LinkedIn on a site what are the
benefits I get (aside from easy registration)? Do I see how many other LI connects are on that site or get access to some network
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just curious...
FROM JACKSON ON JULY 06, 2017 :: 9:25 AM

...if, in researching this article the author or her peeps found any details about facebook being able to delete emails in a persons gmail account.
specifically emails that were generated by and recv’d from facebook.  BUT I do not agree and have never agreed with any outside pty. having the
authority to delete emails in MY account.  is this somehow covered in the “Full Account Access” permissions that some sites require you to agree to
when using them?
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Banned
FROM NAUD ON JULY 20, 2017 :: 11:07 AM

If you get banned from Facebook, you will lose access to your accounts on all websites on which you logged in with Facebook.
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can notgeton my facebook
FROM MICHAEL ANDERSON ON SEPTEMBER 30, 2017 :: 5:08 PM

can notgeton my facebook

REPLY

Good article
FROM BERND DAS BROT ON OCTOBER 03, 2017 :: 4:01 AM

Gives me all the answers I was looking for. Thank you.
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log in
FROM DEBBIE HAYSE ON OCTOBER 03, 2017 :: 3:25 PM



how do i log in

REPLY

Facebook login for comments?
FROM JOSH KIRSCHNER ON OCTOBER 03, 2017 :: 6:03 PM

If you mean our Facebook login for commenting on site, we’re having some issues with that. If you login via the Facebook button and it doesn’t
show and you’re on Chrome, try hitting the button again or refreshing the page and it should show you as logged in.
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Facebook Email Address Format
FROM GENE TRAYLOR ON OCTOBER 21, 2017 :: 10:17 AM

Need my facebook email address in order to login into an app used facebook for account creation but I can’t locate it.
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Outlook.com login
FROM EDWARD DUMAS ON NOVEMBER 12, 2017 :: 4:43 PM

I really hope this works it’s been 3 years since I had access to my email address.there’s pis and stuff that I want in there….memories
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